**EE Week 2006**

**Seasons of Love**

**SONGS OF SPRING**

EE Week began on 9 January 2006 and promised to be a week full of fun and excitement. The theme for this year was “Seasons of Love” and each day of the week was dedicated to a season. On the 9th, the theme was Songs of Spring. In this spirit, the EEE Club had lined up a range of activities to celebrate the vibrant and colourful season.

EE Week officially began at 11.30am when our Dean, Professor Kam Chan Hin waved the green flag for the proceedings. A power packed dance performance by the UPLA group enchanted the audience. The preliminary round for the EEE Superstar was held where 8 finalists had to be chosen from 16 contestants. The contest captivated the audience with their superlative performances. The audience vote counted for 50% of the total score and lots of students had turned up to support and cheer their friends with cat calls and wolf whistles! Songs of various languages including Chinese, English, Hindi and Malay made it a cross-cultural experience.

On the sidelines, the EEE Club had also organized an ice-cream giveaway, EEE Night ticket giveaway and a movie passes sale for the brand new movie “Proof” at an amazing price of $4 per pass. The giveaways and movie passes sale attracted large crowds and the passes were sold out within two hours!

The entire day’s events were widely appreciated – a day on which the EEE spirit truly shone out.

**SUMMER’S SUNSHINE**

The second day of the EE Week was themed Summer’s Sunshine. Just like the first day, a lot of exciting events and give-away were presented to the population of School of EEE. The day started with burger eating competition. On the stage, mouthwatering burgers awaited the fellow participants. The winner would not only get a free lunch, but also went home with attractive prizes. For those who missed the first day of EEE Night Supernova’s ticket give away, they could collect their pairs of tickets on this day too.

For movie fans, EEE Club presented yet another movie pass sale. For only $4, we could get a movie pass for the premiere show of Gwyneth Paltrow and Anthony Hopkins’s brand new movie, Proof, in Golden Village (Jurong Point). What a great deal! On the other side of our school, at the EEE iHub, the day ended with the preliminary and semifinal of Dota game competition which took place at 7.00pm. An exciting end to a great day!

**PASSION OF AUTUMN**

EE Week had been very successful for the past few days. And it would continue to be successful for Thursday’s event as well. The theme for Thursday was Passion of Autumn.

As the name implies, Autumn simply means lots of falling goodies. There were Organizers giveaway, distribution of T-shirts, and free meal vouchers for sumptuous meals at Cafe by the Quad. Moreover, who could have forgotten the marvelous performances lined up for the day? A marvelous display from Wushu Club, coupled with melodious violin performances from “Strings Ensemble” and energetic dance from Kinetics, spiced up the whole affairs.

Still, the day was not complete without interaction from the students themselves. Numerous games conducted to test the participants’ agility, focus and memory works.

It was 4.30pm when the rain was pouring heavily down. But there was a soccer match going on. Two teams were competing in Student-Staff Soccer Match. Both teams portrayed a ‘never give up’ attitude. In the end, the team comprising EEE students won with a slight margin of one goal.

Last but not least, the Warcraft Dota Finals summed up the happenings of the day. Eight quarter-finalist teams of 5 players each survived through the preliminaries. Emerging champion of the nerve-wrecking war was team AZ.

Team FB trailed closely behind at second placing, with the 2 runners up were teams Chanceplz and I Am.
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